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STRICT ESSENTIAL MINIMA

r. j. o'malley1

Abstract. A simple proof is given of the fact that the set of

strict essential minima of a real function of n variables is of measure

zero. The proof uses only that a continuous function on a compact

set has a maximum and the elementary fact, which seems to be new,

that each set of positive measure contains a compact set which has

positive upper density at each of its points.

In this paper, we establish a property of arbitrary real-valued functions

defined on £". It is a simple fact that the set of strict relative minima of

such a function is countable. If measure zero is used instead of countability,

and if the strict essential minima are computed by the neglect of sets of

outer metric density zero, then, as was shown in [1] and [2], a similar not

so easy theorem holds. Our purpose is to obtain a proof of this result by

augmenting the simple fact that a continuous function on a compact set

has an absolute maximum with intuitively plain observations.

Indeed, if /is measurable, its set, M(f), of strict essential relative

minima (i.e. sets of density zero are neglected) is measurable. If M(f) has

positive measure it has a compact subset K of positive measure such

that the density of K is zero at none of its points and / is continuous

on K. The fact that / has an absolute maximum on K yields a contra-

diction. The case of an arbitrary function is obtained by use of the lower

measurable boundary of H. Blumberg [3].

Throughout this paper D~(A, x) (D_(A, x)) will denote the ordinary

upper (lower) metric density of A at jc and Dlf(A, x) the upper symmetric

density of A at x, where

n~,A    ï     v                            /|A n B(x, r)\\
Ds (A,x) =hm sup I-1.

n-»x 0<r<l/n;rrational \      |ß(x, f)|       /

|-| denotes Lebesgue measure (outer measure if A nonmeasurable) and

B(x, r) the closed ball of center x and radius r.
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We shall need the following notations and definitions.

(1) Ax(f)=[y:f(y)<f(x)],
(2) Bx(f)=[y:f(y)>f(x)],
(3) fis said to have a strict essential minimum at x if D   iAx, x)=0,

(4) M(f)=[x: D~(AX, x)=0].
We remark without proof that:

(5) DJ(A, x)=0 if and only if D~(A, x)=0,
(6) by (5), M(f)=[x:D7(Ax,x)=0],
(7) if D~(AX, x)=0, then D_(BX, x)=l,

(8) if Ax is measurable D   (Ax, x)=0 if and only if D_(BX, x)—\.

We are now ready to state our theorem for measurable functions.

Theorem.   Iff is a measurable function, |A/(/)|=0.

The proof of the theorem rests on the following two lemmas.

Lemma 1. IfK° is measurable and \K"\ >a>0, there is a compact K such

that

(0 K<^K\
(ii) \K\£a,
(iii) D~(K, x)^\for every xeK.

Lemma 2.   M(f) is a measurable set.

For the sake of clarity, we first prove the theorem assuming the lemmas.

Suppose there is a positive number a>0 such that \M(f)\>a. Since/

is measurable, by Lusin's theorem and the lemmas, there is a compact set

K<=-M(f) satisfying (i), (ii), (iii) of Lemma 1 and on which/is continuous.

Therefore, there is an x0eK such that:

f(y) ^ f(x0)   for every y e K.

This implies K<=AXo so that D~(Ax<¡, x0)_i, contradicting the fact that

x0 belongs to M(f). This contradiction proves the theorem.

We will prove Lemma 1 for K°<=E, for K*^En, n>2, the argument is

the same. Clearly, there is no loss in generality in assuming that K" is a

compact subset of [0, 1]. For each z'=l, 2, • • • , we let /¡¿=[(/—1)/2',

y'/2*], j—\, 2, • ■ • , 2, and Kxn represent the union of those sets, KaC\Iu,

i= 1, • • • , m, satisfying

(*) l*° n /„|/|/„| > I

Km, m= 1, 2, • • • , is an increasing sequence of compact sets and it follows

that if x is any point of metric density 1 of K° then x belongs to all but

finitely many Km. Therefore lirn^.^^ \Km\ = \K°\>a, and we can find an mi

such that \K]nx\>a. We relabel KmA»K} and let Hy denote the finite family,

/„, satisfying (*) for i£mv Replacing Ka with K1 we let Kl,, m>mu be
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the union of those sets, K}r\Ifi, i—mx+l, • ■ • ,m, satisfying

(**) \KX CMJIIIJ > h

There is an m2>w1 such that \K2m¡\>a and

l<ng/|y>i   for every lu e Hv

Relabel K2m2=K2 and let H2 he the finite family of It¡ satisfying (**) for

7n1<z_?w2. Inductively, we proceed in the above fashion to obtain

Kn<=Kn-x, n=l,2,--- ,Kn compact, |A""|>û, and a finite family Hn,

such that the sets of intervals Hn are pairwise disjoint and

\Kn n Ii}\l\Iu\ > i   for every Iu e Hx U H2 U • • • U Hn.

If we let K=(\ "=1 Kn it is clear from the construction that K satisfies (i),

(ii). For (iii) let xeK. For every s, there is IseHs such that xels and

\K" O I,\l\It\ > \   for every«.
Therefore

\K n J,|/|J,| > i   for every s.

Since |/,| tends to zero we have D~(K, x)^i thus completing the proof

of Lemma 1.

In order to prove Lemma 2, from (6) and the definition of D^(AX, x)

it suffices to show that if / is a measurable function and r is fixed, then

\Ax(~\B(x, r)\ is a measurable function of x.

The proof of this fact is a variation of a proof in [4] and is included here

for completeness.

Let E=[x:\AxC\B(x, r)\<X], we assume, as we may, that A>0 and

introduce the auxiliary function <j>(x) given by

4>(x) = g.l.b.[c:|{j:/(.y) £ c} n B(x, r)\ > X].

Clearly, £= [x:/(*)<</>(*)] and we will show <f>(x) is a lower semicontinuous

function, thereby establishing the lemma.

Let .r0 be fixed, e>0, </>(x0)=c0, by definition of <j>(x0) we have

\{y:f(y) < c0 - e) n B(x0, r)| » A - d,       d>0.

By choosing <5>0 small enough, we obtain

\B(x, r)\B(x0, r)\ < d   for every x e B(x0, à),

so that, for every xeB(x0, 6), \{y:f(y)^c0—e}nB(x, r)\<X—d+d=X and

^>(x)^c0—£. Since e>0 is arbitrary, we have lim inf,^x (f>(?ï)^îc0=<f>(x0)

and (¡> is lower semicontinuous at x0. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

We now extend the theorem to arbitrary functions.
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In [3], Blumberg defined the lower measurable boundary, l(x), of a

function f(x) as l.u.b.[c:Z> ({y:fiy)<c}, x)=0], and showed that / is

measurable and/(x)_/(x) almost everywhere.

Then/(x)_/(x) for every xeM(f). Accordingly, /(x)=/(x) for almost

everywhere x in Mif). We will let M*(f) be the set of all points xeM(f)

which are points of outer metric density 1 of Mif) and also/(x)=/(x).

Then |Af(/)| = |A/*(/)| where outer measure is now meant by |-|.

We consider x0eM*if), by (7), />_(£,„, x0)=l, so that [y:yeM*if)

and/(_f)>/(x0)] has outer metric density 1 at x0. Hence C=[y:yeM*if),

/(j)>/(x0)] has outer metric density 1 at x0. But Bx¡¡(l)=[y:l(y)>l(x0)]

contains C and is measurable.

By (8), this implies D~(Axil), x0)=0 and xaeM(l). Therefore M *(/)<=

M (I) which is of measure zero, by the theorem, and we have the following

corollary.

Corollary.    Iff is arbitrary, |Af(/)|=0.
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